deuxie Áme voie. Mais un tri s'imposerait, entre sources e Âcrites et litte Âraires de diffe ÂrentesThis is a substantial book, containing 16 papers, half written by women, half by men, 11 are papers by French scholars who work in the north of France (5 in the Universite Â d'Artois), 3 work in England, one scholar works in Poland, one other in Germany. All the papers bar one are in French. One has the feeling that this is the work of like-minded people focusing on an aspect of translation dear to them all, and this lends considerable strength and coherence to the book as a whole. The¯ip-side of the coin is that the book contains so many papers that it is heavy to carry around. Alternatively, there is enough material here for two books.
Studies on translation might be said to fall into two categories: there are those which start from an idea, or ideas, and seek to illustrate and support them with concrete examples; and there are those which start from a corpus and seek to formulate generalisable conclusions from the analysis conducted. The book under review falls into the second category, which is also the category of contrastive stylistics. It must, therefore, be clearly understood that the present collection of papers is of the pragmatic, statistical kind, which is not to everybody's taste, but which can nonetheless throw very valuable light on the cultures of languages and the way those languages function. The one exception in the book is the essay by Thomas Buckley on`Oralite Â, distance sociale et universalite Â' in which he examines the`hidden agendas' of novelists who use register to make a social or literary point, and the social constraints on translators who often tend more towards conservatism than daring innovation. The cultural, he says, is untranslatable, so oral language is untranslatable. Since regional and class accents are only meaningful within a single cultural system, it follows that a translator cannot hope to convey the sub-text of accented speech used in the representation of ®ctional characters.
Oralite Â et traduction. These are unusual concepts to put together, especially as the book does not contain any article on interpreting. However, the juxtaposition is entirely justi®ed, and all the papers discuss oral discourse as represented (i.e. scripted) in novels or ®lms. Michel Ballard's paper on onomatopoeia is a useful contribution to contrastive stylistics, showing how different languages associate sound and meaning and how they integrate the representation of sound in discourse. As with most of the papers, the examples are predominantly French and English. Daniel Bottineau's extremely interesting deliberations on the signi®cance of the i/a opposition is the most technical of the chapters. For his part, Bertrand Richet uses a corpus of 1200 translated interjections, such as`Ah!', from seven 20th-century novels. The paper would make a valuable contribution to the training of literary translators. Terms of address are the subject of Jean Peeters' work which shows how one must go beyond surface equivalence and transcend the contingency of any one text.`Chaque appellatif dit, e Âcrit ou traduit est, a Á la fois, linguistiquement construit, socialement de Âtermine Â, et e Âconomiquement valorise Â. ' (p. 151) Perhaps this is another illustration of Thomas Buckley's thesis, mentioned above.
I cannot hope to comment on all the papers, but the above will give some idea of the seriousness of the studies presented. Let me end by mentioning Isabelle Vanderschelden's and Teresa Tomaszkiewicz's convincing accounts of techniques available to subtitlers. Vanderschelden's analysis of the subtitles of La Vie est un lonḡ euve tranquille, in which different language registers, their confrontation and (ab)use, is a major source of humour, shows that subtitling cannot be judged on the usual translation criteria of accuracy and equivalence. Finally, Jean-Pierre Mailhac enthralls us with his account of an unusual translating activity. Writing from personal experience, he shows the pitfalls of translating commercial video material (how do you express succinctly in French`a full face positive pressure powered air purifying respirator'?, and what do you do when your client wants to sell a burglar alarm called Dicon ±`Ne mettez pas votre vie en danger. Faites con®ance a Á Dicon' [= dix cons]??).
After all this, it seems churlish to point out that I found about 20 typographical errors. Much work has gone into this collection of papers. It is a must for any library servicing students of French (or French students) who are specialising in translation.
Penny This book is both a translation of, and an improvement upon, Chaudenson's classic Des õ Ãles, des hommes, des langues (1992), which will be familiar to many readers of this review. It has been revised by the original author in conjunction with Chicago-based creolist Salikoko Mufwene.
Chaudenson concentrates his analysis here on French lexi®er Creoles, both in the Antilles and more particularly in the Indian Ocean, where his experience in the ®eld is unrivalled. The hypotheses and theories sketched out here, however, are intended to be generalisable to many of the other Creoles which arose in the wake of European colonisation. The author, however, is at great pains to stress that the process of creolisation followed different trajectories in different localities and at different times.
In order to illustrate this, Chaudenson draws upon an extraordinary amount of primary sources, including census reports, contemporary accounts from travellers to the islands, journals and so on, as well as a vast amount of secondary literature, to back up his central argument. Chaudenson refutes a great deal of what has gone before him in Creole studies, and puts forward an analysis in which creolisation is not so much to be understood as a purely linguistic structural process as an all-encompassing social process. Creole languages cannot be de®ned on the basis of any form of structural criteria that might be peculiar to them, as other scholars have suggested, but rather with reference only to the peculiar socio-historical conditions in which they arose. The same is true of pidgins, de®ned by Chaudenson in purely functional terms as trade languages used for speci®c purposes, alongside a mother tongue used for more everyday activities.
Chaudenson uses this stance to convincingly reject monogenesis, as well as what might be seen as the classic view that Creoles developed as a`naturalisation' of earlier pidgins. He prefers to see Creoles as`approximations of approximations'. In other words, the very early social conditions in the slave colonies gave rise not to pidgins, but to approximations of French, or rather of the dialect of French spoken at the time by the settlers, and modern Creoles are a result of approximations to this initial approximation. A parallel is also drawn between creolisation and ®rst language acquisition, and once again, Chaudenson's scholarship is extraordinary in its breadth of coverage.
In the detailed historical account that is Chaudenson's, the arguments put forward are indeed compelling, particularly the attention paid to the sociological conditions prevalent during the creation of the slave colonies, but there is a sense in which Chaudenson is arguing towards a conclusion he has already drawn. Because for him pidgins are, a priori, de®ned as a trade language, the author is able to claim that it is impossible for them to have given rise to Creoles. It would have been helpful, perhaps, to have awarded the`pidgin becomes Creole by structural change' argument a little more attention, rather than rejecting it, in part, on the basis of pre-established de®nitions.
However, the enormous strength of Chaudenson's position on this matter is that it enables him to extrapolate from linguistic creolisation to other more cultural aspects of the creolisation process, hence the English title of the book. Individual chapters are devoted to the subjects of Creole music and dance, cuisine, magic, medicine and oral literature. The author is not merely presenting a colourful depiction of life in the Indian Ocean, and nor does he simply attempt to loosely apply his theories of linguistic Creole development to these other domains ± this is two-way traf®c. Questions are asked about what the study of the creolisation of cultural domains can tell us about the development of Creole vernaculars. Few other authors have attempted to tackle so wide a scope, and the result is nothing short of impressive.
In a translation/readaptation of this kind, the role of the translators is crucial, and in general, the standard is excellent. There are little more than a handful of gallicisms, such as a recurrent purely and simply, and the occasional sentence such as`Therefore it seems useless to privilege the role of children, as Bickerton does' (p. 163), which sounds more French than English. It would be grossly unfair, however, to labour points such as these, since generally speaking, the translation and editing are impeccable.
For those unfamiliar with Chaudenson's original work, which, as is all too often the case with French linguistic work, is under-read by non-Hexagonal scholars, this is an extremely useful introduction to the thinking of one of the major creolist scholars. Ma premie Áre re Âaction en apercevant ce livre a e Âte Â qu'il devait s'agir d'une description de plus en linguistique franc Ëaise. Mais l'originalite Â de cet ouvrage organise Â selon deux parties (`Preliminaries' en 56 pages, contre plus de 300 a Á la deuxie Áme,`Issues') saute imme Âdiatement aux yeux. En voici au moins trois motifs: des options tre Ás personnelles, malgre Â les deux ou trois auteurs, qui ne cachent pas qu'il s'agit de LEUR choix de the Ámes et d'optique, et n'ont aucune pre Âtention a Á une exhaustivite Â qui imposerait des passages oblige Âs (comme par exemple, les dif®culte Âs que rencontre tout anglophone pour aborder le franc Ëais). Un second aspect notable est la constante pre Âoccupation de s'occuper de la langue en usage, ce qui enrichit la perspective par rapport a Á des ouvrages uniquement oriente Âs soit vers le syste Áme soit vers l'usage. En®n, un troisie Áme aspect, de Âja Á e Âvident de Ás la premie Áre partie, concerne l'absence d'une option the Âorique pre Âtendant tout embrasser. Une approche volontairement diversi®e Âe peut s'autoriser a Á faire¯e Áche de tout bois, car les aspects de la langue bien e Âclaire Âs par une perspective guillaumienne ne sont pas les me Ãmes que ceux qu'affrontent la grammaire ge Âne Ârative ou le variationnisme. Aussi sera-t-il fait appel au structuralisme, a Á la grammaire ge Âne Ârative, aux the Âories typologiques du changement, aux courants e Ânonciatifs argumentatifs et pragmatiques, au variationnisme, au guillaumisme et a Á l'approche pronominale. Un tel choix ne conduit pas ici a Á l'e Âclectisme, mais invite intelligemment et pie Áces en main a Á s'interroger sur le rapport entre une the Âorie et les faits qu'elle est susceptible de prendre en compte (donc sur le ro Ãle des donne Âes dans la construction d'une the Âorie).
C'est e Âvidemment ce troisie Áme aspect qui est le plus exceptionnel dans la litte Ârature existante, illustre Â sur la phonologie (trois des treize chapitres qui constituent la deuxie Áme partie), la morphologie et la syntaxe (huit chapitres, avec une insistance assez rare sur les aspects, les temps et les modes, concerne Âs par les chapitres 5, 6 et 7), et le lexique pour les trois derniers chapitres.
Je vais illustrer le fonctionnement de cet ouvrage en m'arre Ãtant seulement a Á deux des chapitres. Pour la phonologie, je prendrai l'exemple des voyelles nasales (chapitre 2). Pour les traiter, sont successivement pre Âsente Âs: une bre Áve introduction, un de Âveloppement historique (quand et comment ces voyelles sont-elles apparues en franc Ëais?), une discussion structuraliste (e Âtablissement du statut phonologique des voyelles nasales), plusieurs de Âveloppements ge Âne Ârativistes (autour des alternances morphologiques), le proble Áme de la liaison sur voyelle nasale, et le cas d'une varie Âte Â dans laquelle les voyelles nasales se comportent de fac Ëon diffe Ârente du franc Ëais standard (franc Ëais du Midi). Il est chaque fois clairement e Âtabli, au moyen d'une argumentation bien articule Âe, quel est l'aspect du phe Ânome Áne`voyelle nasale' qui se trouve pris en compte, et les limites ou les lacunes du traitement offert.
Mais tel n'est pas ne Âcessairement le plan-type d'un chapitre, cela de Âpend de la matie Áre a Á traiter, et les auteurs laissent souvent voir qu'elles auraient pu concevoir tout autrement leur organisation. Ainsi, par exemple, le chapitre 10 (`Relations between clauses: subordination, coordination, parataxis') re Âpond-il au plan suivant: crite Áres permettant de distinguer subordination et coordination et du coup de les de Â®nir, dif®culte Âs particulie Áres rencontre Âes avec la prise en compte de la langue parle Âe, ro Ãle dans la cohe Ârence textuelle (parataxe, coordination et subordination correspondentelles a Á une progression dans l'e Âboration linguistique? avec une argumentation appuye Âe sur l'acquisition, la variation en fonction des groupes sociaux, et les genres discursifs dont l'opposition oral/e Âcrit).
Chaque chapitre se termine sur une se Âlection bibliographique organise Âe en rubriques, qui suit grosso modo le plan du chapitre et permet de ne pas alourdir de re Âfe Ârences le corps du texte.
L'objectif principal de ce livre (ou sa plus grande originalite Â) n'apparaõ Ãt donc pas de The conferences of the Socie Âte Â de Linguistique Romane continue to be a showcase for empirical linguistic research on the various Romance languages and across the various sub-branches of the discipline. In this respect the contrast is striking between the CILPR and the Linguistic Symposium on Romance Languages, held in North America, and which has come to focus almost exclusively on theoretically-oriented, generative linguistics. The volume under review, devoted to semantics and pragmatics, is one of nine to have emerged from the 1998 conference: the others cover the history of linguistics, diachrony, variation, lexicology, philology, grammar, stylistics and acquisition/contact. Although phonology/phonetics features in some of these, the lack of a volume dedicated exclusively to such a major area is perhaps surprising. Many of the papers here concern French, but Spanish and Portuguese are also well represented ± Italian, Romanian and others much less so. In a brief introduction, Henning Nùlke points out that most of the contributions take`form' rather than`function' as their starting point, and that there is evidence of a growing interest in diachronic pragmatics, whereas the cognitive semantic approach is conspicuous by its absence. In this review, I shall refer to just a selection of the 78 papers in the volume, restricting myself to those dealing with French. (Incidentally, there are relatively few that mention more than one Romance language.)
Many of the contributors discuss the semantics and pragmatics of particular grammatical forms or structures. In`Mais que nous cache le nous des re Âcits me Âdie Âvaux?' Sophie Marnette shows that the ®rst person plural pronoun tends to have different values in various types of Old French texts: in the lives of the saints, nous often embraces the narrator and the listeners/readers, whereas in the chronicles, it usually stresses the authority of the narrator alone and in chansons de geste this pronoun typically emphasises solidarity between the narrator, the audience and one or more characters in the story. In another study of the ®rst person plural,`Analyse pragmatique de l'inclusif et de l'exclusif en franc Ëais', Fred Boller makes the possibly controversial assertion that no variety of French has simply replaced nous with on. He argues that both nous and on in the contemporary spoken language are capable of alternately taking on inclusive or exclusive meanings. (For a variationist analysis that underlines rather the association of nous with formal speech style, cf. Coveney 2000.) In her discussion`Je serai la Á ou J'y serai? ± voila Á la question', Lise Lorentzen points out that y is usually anaphoric, while la Á is more often deictic, but both can nevertheless be considered as anaphoric markers. And whereas la Á-bas indicates distance from the interlocutors, the concept is not relevant for either y or la Á. Two well-known ®gures in French linguistics also examine aspects of anaphora. Georges Kleiber, in`Typologie des anaphores associatives: le cas des fonctionnelles', elaborates the notion of functional anaphora to account for examples such as`Je voudrais acheter une maison, mais je n'arrive pas a Á trouver le proprie Âtaire.' In`Comple Âment pre Âpositionnel et anaphore: l'exemple d'un circonstant en dans', Danielle Leeman analyses how associative anaphora is established in certain adverbials introduced by dans: e.g. Paul, dans sa cole Áre, a frappe Â Marie. Another paper focusing on a preposition is`Les emplois de la pre Âposition franc Ëaise sur: description inte Âgre Âe' by Isabelle Peeters, in which she considers not only literal and spatial uses, but also non-literal and non-spatial ones (e.g. Ils se sont se Âpare Âs sur un baiser). She sees three semantic parameters as being crucially involved in the various uses of sur: surface',`support' and`contact'. Several papers concentrate on verb forms. In`L'allure extraordinaire en franc Ëais contemporain: la modalisation du futur pe Âriphrastique et du futur pe Âriphrastique du passe Â', Angela Schrott explores the interaction between the basic semantics of these forms and the contexts in which they are used, illustrating her argument with cases where the simple future or conditional would be dubious or unacceptable (e.g. On n'allait quand me Ãme pas vider le magasin de tous ses clients). Patrick Dendale (`Devoir e Âpiste Âmique a Á l'indicatif et au conditionnel: infe Ârence ou pre Âdiction?') discusses some uses of the present and conditional of devoir, disagreeing with aspects of the analysis given by Salkie (1996) and concluding that devrait implies a condition, and conveys a lesser degree of certainty than doit. Henning Nùlke returns to the intriguing issue of preposed adjectives in`L'ordre des mots: plusieurs adjectifs e Âpithe Átes ante Âpose Âs', distinguishing between subordinate and co-ordinate cases (e.g. ce charmant petit jeune homme vs le gentil et jeune me Âdecin) and ®nding further support for his hypothesis that focusing is the key factor at work in these structures (cf. Nùlke, 1994) . In`De Âfense et illustration de`l'hypercompositionalite Â' de certaines locutions: l'exemple de tenir bon', Evelyne Saunier offers a detailed examination of this idiom, which shows a very high degree of ®xedness (cf. Il sent/fait/*tient tre Ás mauvais) due to the semantic properties of the two elements of which it is composed.
Among the papers that lean more to pragmatics than to semantics, most focus speci®cally on aspects of spoken language or on larger units of written text. Drawing on the Frantext corpus, Eva Bu Èchi traces the evolution of the discourse marker quoi (`Approche diachronique du marqueur me Âtadiscursif franc Ëais quoi: la pragmatisation d'un re Âe Âvaluatif, quoi.'): she ®nds occasional examples of it in the early 19th century, and some related uses even in 18th-century texts. Another discourse marker comes under the microscope in`Re Â¯exions sur les ro Ãles conversationnels de t'sais' by Suzanne de Se Áve and Gae Âtane Dostie. (This is the only contribution in the volume that looks at Quebec French, whereas there are several on aspects of Brazilian Portuguese.) Mathias Broth employs conversation analysis for his study`La pre Âfe Ârence au cine Âma et au the Âa Ãtre: e Âtude de la repre Âsentation du format pre Âfe Âre Â dans deux mises en sce Ánes du Rayon vert', and he demonstrates that it is ®lm discourse that is closer to ordinary conversation in that lengthy silences are avoided and overlaps are not infrequent. In another paper relating to literary representations of speech (`L'analyse conversationnelle et le dialogue romanesque. Une diffe Ârence: la compe Âtence de communication'), Isabelle Doneux-Daussaint refers to a range of French-language novels that highlight various sociopragmatic differences across cultures. In`Strate Âgies conversationnelles: le remerciement-refus', Cristi Mujdei and Tine Van Hecke use French and Romanian examples to study how the face-threatening act of`refusal' can be attenuated by being combined with the face-¯attering act of`thanks': e.g. Je vous remercie, Madame, mais on m'attend. Giuseppe Manno also investigates the realisation of speech acts in`Les valeurs illocutoires de l'impe Âratif dans les textes directifs'. His colleague Jakob Wu Èest asks`La division des textes assertifs en re Âcit et discours est-elle justi®e Âe?', and, as one might anticipate, argues that it is less than clear-cut. In another text-linguistic contribution, one of the conference organisers, Ivan Evrard, draws on extensive extracts from a variety of written sources for his paper`La reformulation: de la distinction des causes et des effets en linguistique textuelle'.
The editors and the conference organisers (a team of nearly 20) are to be congratulated for the conference itself and for bringing the proceedings to publication within about two years. Although ± understandably ± there are occasional signs of hasty proofreading, the volume has in general been carefully produced and is well presented in a robust hard cover: at DM 204 for 733 pages, it is not over-priced, and provides a most valuable sample of current work in the semantics and pragmatics of Romance. Le chapitre 1, Une enque Ãte sur l'appropriation du franc Ëais en immersion sociale: contextes, hypothe Áses et me Âthodes, rappelle les objectifs du projet ESF, la structure des e Âquipes, l'organisation des enque Ãtes longitudinales et transversales, et pre Âsente les notions the Âoriques et des de Â®nitions de certains termes-cle Â. Le chapitre 2, La temporalite Â, aborde l'appropriation des moyens d'expression de la temporalite Â en franc Ëais. L'analyse porte sur l'acce Ás au marquage temporel verbal, les premie Áres valeurs aspecto-temporelles a Á e Ãtre maõ Ãtrise Âes et tente d'identi®er les facteurs qui expliquent les itine Âraires de de Âveloppement. Le chapitre 3, La spatialite Â, traite de la mise en place de la construction de la re Âfe Ârence spatiale, les modi®cations survenant lors du processus d'acquisition et les constantes et diffe Ârences dans les parcours acquisitionnels des informateurs. L'auteur inclut e Âgalement des donne Âes concernant la structuration spatiale en arabe marocain. Le chapitre 4, L'organisation des e Ânonce Âs: l'e Âmergence de la syntaxe, pre Âsente le phe Ânome Áne de grammaticalisation dans les interlangues et se concentre en particulier sur le de Âveloppement de la syntaxe du verbe. On traite des pre Âsentatifs et des premiers quasi-verbes', du de Âveloppement de la rection, de la rection verbale et du passage du mode pragmatique et parataxique a Á un mode de structuration syntaxique ou Á la subordination grammaticale apparaõ Ãt. Le chapitre 5, Modalite Â et modalite Âs, de Âcrit le de Âveloppement de la capacite Â de modalisation, c'est-a Á-dire la capacite Â du locuteur de se situer par rapport a Á la validite Â de son dit.
La The French tradition of astronomical popularisation runs from Fontenelle's Entretiens sur la pluralite Â des mondes (1686±87) to today's proliferation of encyclopaedias, magazines, CD-ROMs and websites. Early analyses of popularisation discourses examined the reformulation of primary scienti®c writing into popular terms, knowledge production into knowledge diffusion, using a well-de®ned corpus of`authorised' texts. This book on the other hand looks beyond the limited problematic of translating' one discourse into another, to examine the multifarious processes under-lying popularisation as a media and social phenomenon. The corpus studied, characterised by its`absence de clo Ãture' (p. 306), includes writing for children, magazines both specialist (Ciel et Espace) and generalist (La Recherche, Science & Vie), the daily press, school manuals, encyclopaedias, and popularising books by famous scientists. Its originality, writes Marie-Franc Ëoise Mortureux in her conclusion, lies iǹ la varie Âte Â des mate Âriaux retenus, rassemblant des te Âmoins fort diffe Ârents de propos destine Âs a Á un public non spe Âcialiste, e Âmis par des e Ânonciateurs divers au regard des spe Âcialistes astronomes, empruntant des supports, des se Âmiotiques et des rhe Âtoriques eux-me Ãmes divers' (p. 306).
The six chapters report the results of work done at the Sorbonne Nouvelle by thè Formes discursives de la circulation des connaissances' group, part of CEDISCOR (the Centre de Recherches sur les Discours Ordinaires et Spe Âcialise Âs), which focuses on`ordinary' and mixed discourses (i.e. those not pre-de®ned rhetorically or sociologically). The underlying methodological assumption, discussed by Jean-Claude Beacco in the opening chapter, is that discourse communities as a whole (in this case the community of astronomers and cosmologists) organise discursive exchange both internally, between members, and externally, with the`outside world'. Popularisation in its diverse manifestations, strategies and techniques thus lies at the interface between science and society (particularly in its educational publishing and media sectors): hence the present book's objective, to conduct an`exploration transversale' of`les discours par lesquels une communaute Â scienti®que organise son truchement avec ses exte Ârior-ite Âs' (p. 12). There is a clear distinction between the (academic) discursive practices and competences which characterise the community internally and the much more varied`¯ux' (p. 16) of`textes-marchandise' (p. 17) directed outwards into society, the regular features of which Beacco's team aims to isolate.
Following this methodological introduction, the second chapter examines the positions of utterance and discoursal strategies adopted by popularising mediators in the authority-game involving what the research team identi®es as a tri-partite relationship between specialists, non-specialists and enlightened amateurs (Ge Ârard Petit), before looking at the particular case of astronomical writing for children (Monique Brasquet-Loubeyre), frequently translated from English. Chapter 3 is devoted to the key role of visual imagery, ®rst in children's astronomy (Brasquet-Loubeyre again), then in the`he Âte Âroge Âne Âite Â se Âmiotique' (p. 99) which characterises the maturing medium of the CD-ROM (Florimond Rakotonoelina). Chapter 4 examines the modes of explanation (Sophie Moirand) and narration of discoveries (Florence Mourlhon-Dallies) by which astronomy is represented in popularising contexts; of particular interest here is the discussion of the instability of cutting-edge knowledge and the discoursal ways in which popularisation tries to cope with a scienti®c orthodoxy that is always changing, inter alia by employing feuilleton-like narrative strategies. In the penultimate chapter, Beacco examines the role of scienti®c news in the daily press, discovering in a corpus from Le Monde a`joyeux bric-a Á-brac' (p. 222) of explanatory imagery, word-plays and puns, before Genevie Áve Petiot looks at the way the metaphysical implications of astronomy and cosmology are handled by popularising authors. This leads nicely into a sixth and last chapter in which Fabienne Cusin-Berche analyses the surprisingly close relationship between the discourses of popular astronomy and astrology, in order to address the question:`comment se construit la le Âgitimite Â dans le discours savant ? ' (p. 265) . She shows how semantic overlap in the terminology of the two ®elds is used by the astrology industry to tap into public interest in cosmology, blurring the distinction so effectively that 58% of people apparently believe that astrology is a science (p. 257).
Andrew An`Introduction', outlining objectives and describing sources, and an explanatorỳ Pre Âsentation', precede the dictionary proper, which covers over a 1000 pages of entries from Norman abat (as in pluie d'abat`sudden rainstorm') to south-eastern zou! (= hop!). Each entry contains, inter alia, an indication of territorial spread, any synonyms in other regions, and the earliest written source. The closely-packed bibliography is divided into two parts. The ®rst consists mainly of novels published within the last 20 years, many as recently as 1999, including Jean Anglade, born in the Puy-de-Do Ãme, Herve Â Bazin (Maine-et-Loire), Jean-Pierre Chabrol (Gard), Rene Â Fallet (Allier), Herve Â Jaouen (Finiste Áre), Pagnol (Bouches-du-Rho Ãne), San-Antonio (Ise Áre). The second part refers to linguistic atlases, local glossaries and monographs, in which France is so rich. There follows a helpful index of dialect terms within entries, an index of the on-the-spot, live interviews, region by region, a list of localities at which regionalisms were attested, with a reference to the entries concerned, and a list of the excellent small maps, over 300 in number, showing at a glance ± by means of shading ± the geographical distribution of the item in question. The only thing that appears to be missing is a`Table des matie Áres'. This is serious, coordinated research.`Ni maniaques du biniou ni accros de la tarti¯ette', the contributors have pooled their resources to maximum effect. Some of the entries, for example en¯e, gon¯e, fayard, lever, poche/poche Âe/pochon and the diminutive suf®x -et/-ette, are of the dimensions and density of learned articles in their own right. At ®rst sight, many items appear to present little interest, being identical orthographically with standard forms. However, at the regional level, pastis, se Áche and navette refer to types of cake, cornet to a pan-handle, bartavelle to a chatterbox, poche to a ladle.
In the north, appe Âtit is the name for chives, une carte is a school satchel; in Anjou, baiser une ®llette simply means`to drink a small bottle of wine'. Southern (s')attraper refers to food that sticks to the pan (= attacher):`mes lentilles vont s'attraper'. In Brittany and in the south, reprocher means`to disagree with (of food or drink)':`les oignons lui reprochent'; in Provence, le ballon refers speci®cally to football (aller au ballon`to go to a football match'). Idioms include Breton e Ãtre autour de (= s'occuper de):
il est autour de ses pommes de terre', north-eastern si c Ëa tombe (= peut-e Ãtre, e Âventuelle-ment):`vous devez avoir faim si c Ëa tombe'.
Unmistakably non-standard, in both use and form, are southern amandon`young almond', by extension (pl.)`testicles' (`tu me casses les amandons'), Loire, Puy-deDo Ãme jasserie`pasture-lands',`summer grazing', Lorraine zaubette`brazen girl', southeastern barjaquer`to chatter',`gabble', Lorraine mamailler`to potter',`tinker',`®ddle', south-western roume Âguer`to grumble',`protest'. Even more obvious are foreign elements such as Alsatian baeckeoffe, bibeleskaes, knack (kinds of stew, cheese, sausage respectively), Breton kenavo`au revoir', kouign-amann (kind of cake rich in butter), penn-ti`traditional slate-roofed house', Occitan pitchoun`young child', mazuc`shepherd's hut', cagadou`WC'. Other forms recall Old or Middle French usage, for example espe Ârer`to wait', faire besoin a Á quelqu'un`to be necessary to', brailles`breeches' (cf. braies), peut(e)`unpleasant'. More than a few show interesting links with`argot' (bastonner, caguer, chambouler, aller a Á la cha Ãtaigne, cheulard, quiquette, etc.). There are even uncanny ± if fortuitous ± parallels with English. Thus, in Lorraine, one hears Mon! quel sale temps`My! what ®lthy weather', while in Toulousain, the absence of the de®nite article is normal: in June 2000, at the time of the local¯oods, France 2 showed a young ®reman shouting`Garonne monte! Garonne monte!' (p. 9). Equally striking is the coexistence of the old and the new in regional France. Under southern maste Âguer to chew', we ®nd the example:`Arre Ãte de maste Âguer, crache ce chewing-gum!'. A schoolgirl from the He Ârault asks her IT teacher:`Monsieur, comment on s'escampe [=`exit'] de Word?' (p. 12). A`coiffeur' from Strasbourg asks his customer, in May 2000:`Je vous les foehne?' (`Shall I use the hair-dryer?', s.v. foehn). Such welldocumented, reliable and detailed research is rare indeed.
An expansion and completion of Re Âzeau's earlier Varie Âte Âs ge Âographiques du franc Ëais de France aujourd 'hui (1999 'hui ( , v. JFLS 10 (2000 , pp. 330±32), this new work is an admirably informative account of ± and a magni®cent tribute to ± lexical variation in France over the past half-century.
Ken (1) Synchroniquement, la langue pre Âexiste a Á son emploi en discours (. . .) (2) au niveau abstrait du langage, la langue est une donne Âe permanente et continue; le discours, (. . .) est une exploitation momentane Âe et discontinue (. . .) (3) la langue conditionne le discours: elle est une puissance dont le discours livre un effet, c'est a Á dire le re Âsultat d'un choix parmi une gamme de possibilite Âs'.
C'est cette dichotomie et l'effet de ces choix qui sont derrie Áre la proble Âmatique des articles du recueil, qu'il s'agisse de l'analyse du mot comme unite Â de repre Âsentation de l'expe Ârience dont la structure peu varier d'une langue a Á l'autre (Bourcier), de la discussion critique des mode Áles d'analyse qui rendent compte des parties du discours (Larrive Âe), des propositions de P. Duf¯ey sur l'ambivalence des auxiliaires de mode en anglais ou de celles de L. Morris concernant le role grammatical du genre pronominal en anglais.
Etant donne Âe la valeur potentielle de disse Âmination d'un recueil de ce genre, on pourra peut-e Ãtre regretter que celui-ci semble ne s'addresser qu'aux spe Âcialistes initie Âs. En effet, du moins en Grande Bretagne, il s'agit d'une tradition intellectuelle me Âconnue de beaucoup de jeunes linguistes malgre Â les efforts faits actuellement pour mieux comprendre et e Âlucider les courants de la pense Âe linguistique au cours du vingtie Áme sie Ácle (Sanders 2000a et b). Il faut souhaiter que d'autres occasions se pre Âsenteront de publier un ouvrage utilisable dans l'enseignement de la linguistique ge Âne Ârale a Á l'Universite Â pour introduire certains aspects des e Âtudes guillaumiennes et mettre en e Âvidence la vitalite Â de l'interaction entre le Que Âbec et l'Europe du point de vue des e Âtudes linguistiques et de l'e Âchange des ide Âes.
On notera la qualite Â ge Âne Ârale de l'e Âdition, les examples traduits avec pre Âcision, les annotations et re Âfe Ârences qui re¯e Átent l'e Ârudition des auteurs et le soin apporte Â par l'e Âditeur a Á la pre Âsentation du recueil. Ces qualite Âs devenues rares rendent la lecture de l'ouvrage facile et agre Âable.
En re Âsume Â, on aimera lire cet excellent volume pour au moins trois raisons: l'originalite Â de la de Âmarche intellectuelle, la cohe Ârence avec laquelle l'orientation the Âorique est maintenue bien que les sujets traite Âs soient tre Ás varie Âs ± on pense a Á la contribution de J-M Le Âard sur l'analyse compare Âe des sacres et jurons en que Âbe Âcois et en franc Ëais ± mais aussi le refus d'enfermer la linguistique dans un monde abstrait et ferme Â sans rapport avec la didactique, refus explicite dans certains cas, comme dans l'article de C-H Audet sur l'accord du participe passe Â, mais que l'on ne cesse de percevoir comme ide Âe sous-jacente a Á tout l'ouvrage. C'est donc sur cet engagement intelligent en faveur d'une pe Âdagogie intellectuellement formatrice et fonde Âe sur une linguistique rigoureuse et cohe Ârente que nous concluerons car il rend a Á l'enseignement de la langue toute sa valeur. (1985) .`Metalinguistic negation and pragmatic ambiguity'. Language 61, 121±74. Rowlett, P. (1998) This special number of Pre Âsence francophone bears the simple title`Le franc Ëais dans le monde'. It comprises six contributions (each between 10±15 pages) by a number of specialists, which cover the best part of the Francophone world from a very`macro' point of view. The collective aim, outlined in the presentation by Mwatha Musanji Ngalasso, is laudable; it being to take on a number of problem issues (taboos, even) which currently plague the French language: Which French? Where? Is it stable? Should it be? What does the future hold in store? etc.
The ®rst contribution, by Franc Ëoise Gadet, is devoted to the crise de la langue in the Hexagone. It offers an alternative to the France, ton franc Ëais fout le camp! message often voiced by the country's media and politicians. Gadet suggests that the reasons for variation and change (essentially phonological and lexical) in the French of present-day France lie beyond more`traditional' (e.g. regional) differences, ®nding root in the country's more recent social and demographic upheavals. She prefers to talk of the expression of a new dynamic character rather than a language crisis.
Moving across the border, Michel Francard gives a highly detailed account of the situation in French-speaking Belgium and Switzerland. For those of us who have trouble with lengthy footnotes, Francard's presentation at the AFLS conference in Louvain-la-Neuve provided a`lighter' but equally thorough account of Frenchspeaking Belgium. This article, whilst stressing a number of parallels between these two Francophone communities (e.g. relations with the French language, the langue nationale of neighbouring France), also brings out certain differences, such as the higher degree of diatopic variation in the French of la Wallonie due to greater exposure to regional languages. A theme evoked by Francard, which crops up in other articles, is that of the growing`threat' of English.
Continuing our tour of the French language, we now ®nd ourselves on the other side of the Atlantic where Normand Labrie deals with French-speaking Toronto and the Niagara Peninsula. His article looks at the impact of globalisation and the new global economy on these two minority Francophone communities (French is the ninth language in the region of Toronto, and in the Niagara Peninsula there are just 4% of L1 French speakers). The presence of L1 Francophones in nearby Quebec, who are demanders of French-language services on a daily basis, proves to be crucial in maintaining the vitality of French. The members of these communities show complex linguistic repertoires as French becomes a necessity in the workplace. Ge Ârard-Marie Noumssi and Fosso's contribution on French in sub-Saharan Africa looks at the different`varieties' of French and their polyglossic functioning. The acrolect of the elite amounts to the bon usage, whereas, at the opposite end of the spectrum, the basilect is deeply in¯uenced by indigenous languages (e.g. unusual consonant clusters) and`ways of seeing things'. Although the cutting up into lects can at times appear a little simplistic, the authors draw our attention to the reality of à continuum allant`de la langue tre Ás pure des intellectuels' a Á une`zone inde Âcise' ou Á se de Âmarque mal la re Âalisation des`structures franc Ëaises et des langues du substrat''. The use of examples (often lacking in the other contributions) is a welcome feature.
Mohamed Miled's assessment of the situation in the Mahgreb shows how French, despite its declining role in administration, still has an important part to play in certain areas of society ± he speaks of French as`la premie Áre langue seconde mais avec des usages varie Âs'. Miled identi®es three variables affecting the use of French: sociocultural, professional and affective. However, he also notes the importance of morè traditional' socio-economico-regional aspects. Here, too, the`threat' of English is evoked.
The last stop is in the south-western Indian Ocean (Madagascar, Mauritius, Reunion Island, the Seychelles). Outlining the important history of these islands, and the arrival (and departure) of the French language, Didier de Robillard and Michel Beniamino go on to address the le/les franc Ëais? issue, looking essentially for explanations within the differences in recent socio-economic developments.
Whilst these articles vary enormously from one to another, both in terms of approach and presentation (the use of common terminology was, though, appreciated in the contributions by Gadet and Francard), the overall result is, nonetheless, a demonstration of common awareness of the changing nature and role of French in the world. It offers an up-to-date, realistic insight into 21st century la Francophonie. Something any latter-day Abbe Â Gre Âgoire would certainly disapprove of ±`les franc Ëais dans le monde'. Still, that's a good sign, isn't it?
Henry Tyne Sciences du langage (ba Ãtiment L) Universite Â de Paris-X, Nanterre The relationship between the French present tense and present time is a tenuous one: compare, for example, presents of general truth (mieux vaut tard que jamais);`historic' presents and presents pro futuro (Demain, je suis a Á Paris). The present has been seen as an atemporal form, drawing temporal reference exclusively from context. Surprisingly, however, this most malleable of tenses has received relatively little recent scholarly attention: this collection of essays is therefore timely and welcome.
As Jean-Marie Fournier demonstrates (L'analyse du pre Âsent dans les grammaires de l'a Ãge classique), the identi®cation of present tense with the moment of speaking goes unchallenged until the mid-18th century, which sees two theoretical departures. For Girard and for Harris, the present is no longer punctual but endowed with temporal breadth, hence its compatibility with temporal adverbials encompassing both past and future (e.g. cette anne Âe or ce sie Ácle). For Beauze Âe, however, the present can mark contemporaneity not only with the moment of speaking but with any temporal reference point. As the editor points out, this divided classical conception of present tense as narrow deictic, broad deictic, or non-deictic still informs contemporary thinking. This is evident from Anna Jaubert's paper (Entre convention et effet de pre Âsence, l'image induite d'actualite Â), which seeks to reconcile the evidence that the present is an atemporal form with`le sentiment te Ãtu que le pre Âsent dit quelque chose en matie Áre du temps et que ce quelque chose a un rapport avec l'actualite Â'. Questioning the notion that its temporal value emerges exclusively from context, she shows how in the same work (Gide's Les Faux-Monnayeurs), a pre Âsent de narration, rendering events more immediate, is used alongside a pre Âsent du commentaire, which creates an opposite, distancing effect, engaging a dialogue between reader and omnisicent narrator. She concludes that`le pre Âsent ge Âne Áre sa propre actualite Â, transporte avec lui son repe Áre'. Similar positions are taken by Sylvie Mellet (Valeur aspectuelle du pre Âsent: un proble Áme de frontie Áre), and He Âle Áne Chuquet (Pre Âsent, discours rapporte Â et repe Ârage composite dans les textes de presse). Noting the limitations of the atemporal analysis, for example the impossibility of present tense collocation with adverbs such as autrefois, Mellet argues that, irrespective of its temporal location, the reference point of the present is the right-hand limit, on the temporal axis, of the action described. Hence its aspectual value as`une vision ascendante du proce Ás saisi dans son accomplissement me Ãme'. Examining the use of declarative verbs (M. Le Pen con®rme. . .) in articles from Le Monde Diplomatique, Chuquet distinguishes the familiar`historic present' from a repe Ârage composite which combines an atemporal reporting present with one from the reference point of a witness at the time of interview. By merging these reference points, the distinction between reporting and comment can be blurred. Use of the present may even lend an`eternal verity' reading to a reported individual's views, removing them from temporal context. The contrast drawn here between French and English usage is interesting and instructive.
Le Gof®c and Lab (Le pre Âsent pro futuro) challenge received views of the present tense with future reference. Far from marking relative proximity in time, or greater precision as is often claimed, the present pro futuro is seen as having a modal value, indicating a future event perceived as certain and scheduled. Thus the present, not the future, is pragmatically all but obligatory in: Je me marie/?marierai dans trois semaines (date marked in the diary) while the reverse is true for Je me marierai/?marie dans trois ans (statement of intent). This neatly explains the use of the present as de facto imperative (Demain, tu vas a Á l'e Âcole!): the future event is viewed by the speaker as a fact not open to negotiation. Olivier Soutet's paper (De la double repre Âsentation du subjonctif pre Âsent en psychome Âca-nique) provides a useful typology of subjunctive (present and past) uses, contrasting cases where one or other form only is available with those where there is a potential opposition between the two. This is linked to a critique of Guillaume's model of chronogenesis, in which Soutet argues for a ®ner segmentation of the chronogenetic axis than that proposed by Guillaume himself.
These papers emerged from a series of informal presentations at Paris III in 1998±99, which perhaps explains a certain self-referential quality: contributors draw on their own and each other's published works, and employ a terminology and style which can be opaque to the non-specialist (like this reviewer), leaving him/her struggling to construct a meaning. It is a pity that the editor did not demand from other contributors the admirable standard of clarity evident in his own paper. But the essays do nonetheless repay a second reading, and those who persevere will ®nd some fascinating insights into the semantic value and use of the French present. Ce nume Âro des Cahiers de praxe Âmatique est consacre Â a Á un sujet dont on est loin d'avoir fait le tour puisque l'interjection en franc Ëais n'a pas encore donne Â lieu a Á une e Âtude d'ensemble, ainsi que le souligne tre Ás pertinemment la Pre Âsentation du pre Âsent volume. Outre de nombreuses discussions, en grammaire comme en linguistique, pour savoir si l'interjection est une partie du discours ou un e Âle Âment de la syntaxe, on connaõ Ãt bien aussi les dif®culte Âs lie Âes a Á la seule de Â®nition de ce qui fait partie de cette cate Âgorie, si elle existe en tant que telle. Un nume Âro spe Âcial de Faits de langue (6, 1995) consacre Â a Á l'exclamation posait de Âja Á ce proble Áme, sans toutefois se donner comme objectif primaire d'y re Âpondre. On aurait pu souhaiter que les Cahiers de praxe Âmatique s'atte Álent a Á cette ta Ãche, certes pe Ârilleuse, mais tout a Á fait ne Âcessaire. Mais une fois de plus on e Âcrit sur le sujet comme s'il e Âtait acquis que les traits distinctifs de ces e Âle Âments e Âtaient bien connus et clairement de Âlimite Âs. Les deux domaines de la syntaxe et de la morphologie sont absents du volume, et l'on pourrait le regretter. Me Ãme si le propos ge Âne Âral de ce type d'approche, tre Ás large ± et c'est une qualite Â inde Âniable de cet ouvrage (psycholinguistique, pragmatique, praxe Âmatique. . .) ± concerne plus l'interaction verbale, le rapport au contexte, les strate Âgies conversationnelles que la stricte e Âtude des composantes du discours, il est toutefois dommage qu'aucun des contributeurs n'aie consacre Â spe Âci®quement son e Âtude a Á une analyse de la cate Âgorie me Ãme. Seul l'article de Josiane Caron-Pargue et Jean Caron pre Âcise dans sa premie Áre partie quelles sont les unite Âs prises en compte dans l'e Âtude concerne Âe, a Á partir d'un re Âsume Â tre Ás clair de quelques the Âories re Âcentes (pp. 52±60 This`major new edition' is slightly smaller than the ®rst. Space has been saved in the introductory pages by a smaller typeface and some editing of the text. The examples illustrating how to achieve translational goals are fewer. I object to the ®rst, which takes the reader from`he treated her kindly' to`il l'a traite Âe avec gentillesse', but the others arrive intelligently enough at more acceptable solutions. The list of abbreviations has moved to the inside covers (where it is easier to ®nd), replacing the maps of the ®rst edition. The middle section,`Communication mode d'emploi', is well laid out, authentic, and instructive (but plateaux p. "79 are not`gear wheels'). In the dictionary proper, reduction in type size has been combined with better design and increased readability. The basic organisation of entries remains much the same, but the sign-posting is better differentiated from the text, and the eye ®nds its way more easily through the pages. The useful thematic panels are signalled by a grey band. Linguistic notes are boxed and marked by a warning triangle, excellent cultural information is distinguished by a shaded box and marked with a circled i. The note on`Ms' is still sensibly repeated under Madame and Mademoiselle, but the sinister`Ms X' has become more naturally`Ms Clarke'.
The ®rst new entry I noticed was abdos, followed two columns later by abondement. One looks in vain however for six-pack (in the sense`abdos en plaque de chocolat', carre Âs de chocolat sur le ventre'), ®nding only the couch potato's (`pantou¯ard')`pack de six'. The dust jacket promises eye-candy (`beau ma Ãle, belle ®lle': la belle affaire, s.v. affaire A5!) and PACS; Oxford Hachette also tells us what MEDEF stands for, which Collins (1998) doesn't. Courriel and me Âl, of course, but not soluce (the answer a gamester needs to proceed further: a neologism mentioned by my son some time ago, and recently con®rmed by the instructions for a game). One can ®nd nume Âro vert, but not azur or indigo. Grand-Guignol is not exactly`farcical', nor is a carte orange really a`season ticket', and why not carte inte Âgrale? No K7 either; sillet is translated`bridge', though it is correctly given for the nut of a stringed instrument. Weather reports for shipping distinguish veer and back: both words are translated`changer de direction' without mentioning the crucial`clockwise',`anticlockwise'; no trace either of the similar opposition tourner / virer made by the me Âte Âo marine. Pink pound is explained, but surelỳ placard' is well enough established to merit a mention under closet?
It is always easy to fault dictionaries: am I unreasonable in expecting humbucker, coil tap?`Capteur' is properly given for pickup, but perhaps the less correct but more common`micro' should be mentioned too. It is as well to warn that Taffy is insulting, and good to have the plural of fest-noz, but why doesn't the note on Eisteddfod indicate the Welsh plural?
Nevertheless, Oxford Hachette claims to ful®l four functions, dictionnaire de the Áme and dictionnaire de version for both sets of speakers, and as far as I can tell, it succeeds very well, for a reasonable £24.99. I think I shall be recommending it ®rst, and I shall certainly be reaching for it before the others. Curiously, the dust jacket mentions that the concise version can be bought and downloaded at www.i®nger.com. If one has the larger dictionary, why would one want to? And if one wants an electronic version, surely it would be preferable to have one more comprehensive? referenes Les ide Âes de Âfendues par l'auteur sont dif®ciles a Á e Âvaluer hors du cadre syntaxique adopte Â. En bref,`ne' n'est pas ne Âgatif en soi et rec Ëoit ses proprie Âte Âs dans les phrases ne Âgatives de`pas'. La relation est de Âcrite comme un cas de`Dynamic Agreement', oriente Â de`pas' vers`ne'. La con®guration requise est celle de Spe Âci®eur a Á Te Ãte, dans laquelle`pas' est spe Âci®eur de la te Ãte`ne'. L'accord ± plus exactement le contro Ãle de la compatibilite Â, selon l'auteur, qui en propose une version faible ± est de Âcrit sous le nom de`Neg Criterion'. L'existence de phrases ne Âgatives sans`pas' est de Âcrite gra Ãce a Á un ope Ârateur de ne Âgation non re Âalise Â jouant le ro Ãle de`pas' dans les phrases a Á`ne' seul ne Âgatif, et aussi dans les phrases a Á mots ne Âgatifs diffe Ârents de`pas'.
Le terme`pas' est engendre Â ailleurs que dans le SpecNegP: il y monte, permettant de de Âcrire la porte Âe de la ne Âgation et autorisant le contro Ãle du Neg Criterion. Il est basiquement soit adverbe, soit quanti®eur nominal (l'auteur l'y place pour expliquer le lien a Á distance entre`pas' et les pseudo-partitifs en`de N'). Dans l'e Âtude de Negative Concord, l'auteur s'appuie sur une observation de Jespersen sur la pre Âtendue minceur de la ne Âgation dans les langues a Á Negative Concord pour intituler un peu abusivement Jespersen's Generalization' une re Ágle stipulant NC dans les seules langues ou Á la ne Âgation verbale n'est pas lie Âe au SpecNegP. Ce serait le cas en italien, ou Á la ne Âgatioǹ non' est en Neg 0 et n'est pas lie Âe au SpecNegP. Par contre, en franc Ëais, le SpecNegP est toujours occupe Â, soit par`pas', soit par l'ope Ârateur de ne Âgation non re Âalise Â: le franc Ëais devrait e Ãtre comme l'anglais standard, non NC! La solution pour l'auteur re Âside dans le caracte Áre basiquement non ne Âgatif des mots ne Âgatifs du franc Ëais, de Âcrits tous comme des`Negative Polarity Items'. Les deux derniers chapitres examinent les liens entre adverbes et pronoms ne Âgatifs d'une part, ope Ârateur de ne Âgation de l'autre. Le lien est de type A' avec l'ope Ârateur non re Âalise Â, la porte Âe est marque Âe en S-Structure et le caracte Áre ne Âgatif de la phrase est obtenu par le Negative Criterion entre l'ope Ârateur non re Âalise Â et le`ne'.
Dans le cadre the Âorique adopte Â, l'analyse de Rowlett est sans doute valable. Pour l'auteur de ces lignes, ce cadre ne permet pas une analyse ade Âquate du fonctionnement de la ne Âgation. L'acceptation de telle ou telle solution requiert l'acceptation de de Âplacements de constituants qui n'ont pas de justi®cation inde Âpendante. Ni le Neg Criterion, ni la`Jespersen's Generalization' n'ont la moindre validite Â si on met en doute l'existence d'un constituant spe Âci®que NegP et sa subdivision en spe Âci®eur et te Ãte. L'assimilation des mots ne Âgatifs du franc Ëais a Á des NPI (point de vue de Âfendable) ne peut e Ãtre maintenue que si on accepte la me Ãme chose des mots ne Âgatifs des autres langues romanes. En aucun cas le franc Ëais n'est une exception a Á Negative Concord, et Jespersen n'aurait jamais soutenu cela! Si on lie, comme le fait l'auteur, l'interpre Âtation ne Âgative des items tels que`jamais' ou`personne' a Á un simple lien avec un ope Ârateur vide, on est conduit a Á ne plus faire de diffe Ârence nette entre les emplois`positifs' et les emplois`ne Âgatifs' des mots ne Âgatifs. Deux points proble Âmatiques: selon Rowlett, where a verb is ®nite, it must precede all negative adverbs, irrespective of the nature of the adverb or the verb' (p. 145). A-t-il oublie Â des constructions banales commè Jamais Paul n'a accepte Â cette offre', de fait absentes du livre? Autre proble Áme, l'analyse donne Âe p.172 et re Âpe Âte Âe p. 183 des phrases a Á item ne Âgatif employe Â positivement:`Je ne crois pas que personne soit arrive Â' ou Á Rowlett attribue un scope dominant a Á personne'. J'ai montre Â dans mon livre que tout emploi positif des items ne Âgatifs suppose un scope restant a Á l'inte Ârieur de celui de la ne Âgation ou d'un terme a Á polarite Â ne Âgative, ce scope e Âtant pre Âcise Âment se Âpare Â de celle-ci par au moins un terme: ici, le pre Âdicat`crois'. Sinon, il est impossible d'expliquer l'occurrence de`personne' dans par exemple:`je doute que personne vienne'. Rowlett revient sur ce proble Áme a Á la ®n de son livre en supposant que ce qui fait barrie Áre a Á l'interpre Âtation ne Âgative, c'est l'intercalation d'un CP avec`que'; mais alors, il ne Âglige les constructions telles que`je n'ai exige Â qu'on arre Ãte personne!' dans lesquelles le mot est bien ne Âgatif.
Bref, ce livre contient des discussions qui font su Ãrement avancer les analyses de la ne Âgation dans le cadre ge Âne Âratif actuel, mais il sera moins utile aux linguistes ne partageant pas ces pre Âoccupations. This publication is a collection composed of an introduction by the co-editors plus eight articles, three written by the co-editors and ®ve by other authors. All but two of the articles originated as papers at a 1996 conference on proper nouns held at the Universite Â d'Artois. Brief French and English summaries are provided at the end of the volume for all eight papers.
The ®rst paper, by Seyfeddine Ben Mansour, provides a translation and discussion of the de®nition of proper nouns offered by the 12th/13th century Syrian grammarian of Arabic whose name would be transliterated into English as Ibn Ya'eesh. His striking similarities of views to those of later writers, such as J.S. Mill and Searle are noted, though in the latter case the author avers the earlier scholar offers a superior account. Proper nouns are seen as mere labels, conveying no sense in themselves, but providing a useful abbreviation as an alternative to a detailed speci®cation of the individual designated.
The second (by Miche Ále Noailly) considers the identity principles affecting proper nouns. Determiners added to these words are seen primarily as subdividing the entity designated (an English example would be`the London of 1588'). Discussion then passes to use of`me Ãme'. The two current values of`me Ãme' are seen as requiring a distinction between`ipse Âite Â' with postposed, and`identite Â', with preposed, adjectival`me Ãme'. With common nouns, there is a difference even so between`le me Ãme' and`ce me Ãme', the second limited to anaphoric reference, the ®rst having more extensive functions. These two expressions with proper nouns are seen as stressing one single individual is involved when context might imply otherwise, or that a potentially coincidental (think of`John Smith' in English) combination of forename and family is not such. The author notes that pre-and post-position of`me Ãme' in Classical texts is not the same as in current French. She concludes its use with proper nouns is to be equated with other structures arising from the internal multiplicity of unique individuals.
The third paper (Danie Ále Van de Velde) debates whether there are proper nouns for periods of time, since language starts from the`I-here-now' nexus, contrasting the speaker with other people and places, implying a third contrast. The syntactic behaviour of names of days, months and years is seen to be quite closely parallel to that of personal and place names, particularly month names. Similarly, certain of their semantic features are very close to the metaphoric and metonymic uses of the two generally accepted types of proper noun. The conclusion that there are proper nouns of time, based exclusively on consideration of French evidence, might suggest to English speakers that the capitalisation of days, months or seasons, unlike Romance languages, may not be purely arbitrary.
The fourth (by Walter De Mulder) discusses how far proper nouns designate and lack sense, as against common nouns, which denote and do carry meaning. The conclusion is that the opposition is not absolutely binary, as certain proper nouns or names do imply elements of meaning, particularly phrases including a common noun (`Tower Bridge'). There are also categories, like vehicle names, which behave in a cross-border way in terms of co-occurrence with articles and of capitalisation.
The ®fth (Marie-Noe Èlle Gary-Prieur) debates plurals of proper nouns. The author considers that pluralisation of a proper noun, when not antonomasia, indicates à collective individual', such as a mountain range or a group of islands (`les Alpes',`les Seychelles') or a family (and, pace traditional grammar, not just one`dont la gloire est ancienne', so`les Duponts' as well as`les Bourbons', if one tightly-knit unit). Nonuse, underlined by co-occurrence with plural articles and adjectives or no liaison, indicates a collection of individuals. Examples include`que de grands Alain',`trois Andre Â' (no liaison, contrast`trois enfants', requiring it) and`trois cents Dupont dans l'annuaire' (unconnected individuals with coincidentally shared name).
The sixth (Catherine Schedecker) considers`autre' used with proper nouns, covering the distinction of different facets of one individual (`voici un autre Staline, de Âtendu, apaise Â'), separation of entities coincidentally sharing the same name (`je pense a Á l'autre Francfort, situe Â au bord de l'Oder'), and metaphoric uses of a name, often paraphrasable with`second' (`faire de lui un autre Picasso'). A concise table summarises conclusions.
The seventh (Nelly Flaux) covers use of the partitive article with proper nouns, questioning whether this is genuinely the standard partitive, for instance because of the morphological differences noted.
The last paper (also by Nelly Flaux) considers antonomasia, de®ned narrowly as metaphoric use of proper nouns, paying particular attention to co-occurrence with determiners.
Collections of papers of this kind are inevitably not homogeneous, but all of these have points of interest and merit.
W. Steven Dodd Language Centre UCC The National University of Ireland Cork E Â ire e-mail: s.dodd@ucc.ie (Received 26 March 2001) the set is open? We get full details for essuyer but not for ennuyer, and for geler but not for modeler. I would recommend giving such details only for the high frequency items listed in 2.1.
2.6 This last suggestion would save some space for phonetic indications, such as are given in all modern dictionaries. Verb books aimed at non-native learners could give help in some of the following areas: they could say, when discussing appeler, assie Âger and others, that the spelling change re¯ects a change in pronunciation, and that the choice with payer exists in both spoken and written mediums; they could also say how (orthoepically) to pronounce es, est, ai, aie, aies, ait, aient and whether irai rhymes with irais; they could tell us what the difference in pronunciation is between plions and pliions and how you pronounce assie Âgerions or cre Âeriez. 
